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See slide show inside and in Photo Gallery
May 8, 2009
Open Day visitors to my garden

Open Day was this past Sunday and in spite of the heat wave that preceded it,
my garden was ready. I have to admit though, that it was unnerving to see the
various tulips bloom all at once. For a while there I was not sure what, if any,
would still be around for the big day. But, all went well and I’m happy to report
that everything looked as it ought. 

 

There is something satisfying about sharing one’s garden. Over a hundred
die-hards braved the rain to visit and I’m grateful to them all. Without these
brave souls, my efforts spent primping the garden would’ve gone unnoticed.
The rest of you who chickened out because of some drops of rain should be
feeling guilty! Only thunder and lightening stops the true gardener.
Remember that for next time, will you?
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I thoroughly enjoyed meeting several readers of this column. They can now
picture exactly what I talk about so much and I can picture them when I write.
In talking to the visitors, there is much exchange of advice and ideas that I
always find myself enriched by the experience. I can only hope that I do the
same for others.

Honored visitor to my garden
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There was a moment of special honor when Page Dickey stopped by. She is one
of the co-founders of the Open Day Program of the Garden Conservancy. She is
a writer and gardener extraordinaire. Her appreciation and “blessing” of my
garden was very meaningful to me. Page’s own garden has been a source of
inspiration over the years. Her garden is open this June 7. I strongly
encourage you to visit it.

I was asked by some to tell what I was particularly proud of this year. It is
usually hard for me to single out anything, but not this year. I am rather
pleased with the bulbs I planted last fall in the back garden. These are coming
up well and have the desired effect that I envisioned. They are not showy
bulbs, like the daffodils around them, but are instead the smaller, more subtle
ones. They are the fritillarias, leucojums, Ipheons, Iris reticulatas, muscari, to
name a few. 

One must stay still to find them. Once observed, they seem to shine and you
notice the variety and delicate colors and shapes. They are the hidden
surprises that force you to stop and pay attention. In the rush of our modern
lives, these gems are good reminders to slow down and take the time to savor
life.

It was heartening to hear many people appreciate my “lawns,” which although
look green, are in no way pristine and pure with only grass. I think several had
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been unable to visualize such a lawn until they saw mine. The pressure to have
immaculate swathes of lush grass has been weighing rather heavy on their
shoulders. So now, to see my “meadow” full of non-grass members was a relief.
The word “liberating” was heard often. Therefore, I say to all of you still
shackled to the dictum of having large, fertilizer and weed killer-needing
lawns,  you have now been set free. 

With all the rains of this past week, it has been frustrating to not be outside as
much as one would like. I’ve been trying to stay positive by taking photographs
in the garden. The light on a cloudy day seems to make the flowers glow. In
addition, the weeds are easy to pull when the ground is wet.  Always a silver
lining . . . Happy Mother’s Day.
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